General Setup
The Action MPACE will arrive in two individual boxes on the same day, if it doesn’t, allow another 24 hours for its arrival, as you can perform no assembly without both boxes. If either
box is damaged, take photos of damage and contact the shipping carrier.
Upon opening the boxes, your parts should look as illustrated below, if there is box damage
inspect components for related damage.
If any damage is identified, contact Action Manufacturing at
507-532-5940

Assembly of the Action MPACE
Action Manufacturing has engineered and preassembled much of your MPACE so
that it requires a minimum amount of onsite assembly. It also requires only a couple
of standard tools. Much of the assembly will be completed with only a 3/16 allen
wrench. There are no loose fasteners, as all nuts and bolts are pre-seated in their
correct position. In factory test runs, assembly time is under one hour.

Step 1: Is the building of the base

with the components found in the narrow
box. Remove the wheeled legs, with
wheels down, and place the cross bar
between them as shown in Photo B

B.

Remove all 8, 5/16 button head cap bolts
reseating them and finger tighten them
into place, DO NOT TIGHTEN WITH
WRENCH until all base components are
in place and bolts finger tightened.

Step 2: Steady the base before

C.

proceeding by employing the MPACE
foot activated stabilizers, in a straight,
vertical manner as shown in Photo C

Step 3: Remove the button head cap

bolts and set the base. Finger tighten the
fasterners back into place. Next, set the
logoed MPACE braces into place. Do not
tighten any fasteners on the lower mast
assembly until all are in place. Photo D
tightened to approximately 132 inch
pounds. DO NOT OVER-TIGHTEN.

D.

Step 4: Next attach the upper half of the mast

E.

and assembly. Start by removing the button head
cap bolts from the lower mast. Now, lift the upper
mast into place. This is where you need the help
of an assistant. Place the MPACE upper assembly, with the lift arms pointed towards the front of
the device, as shown in Photo E. Reinsert the
four 5/16 button head cap bolts and firmly tighten.
Once secured, remove the zip-tie strip from the lift
arms assembly.

Step 5: Move to the end of the lift arms and

F.
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identify the ergometer mounting bracket Photo F.
Prepare the ergometer for mounting by removing
the locking collar on the stem by backing out the
set bolt using an allen wrench Photo G. The
collar should easily slide off.

Step 6: With an assistant, lift the ergometer,

passing the stem up and through the bottom of
both sections on the mounting bracket. Photo H
To secure the ergometer, reinstall the locking
collar at the top of the stem, being sure that the
collar set aligns with the threaded set in the stem.
Reinsert the bolt and firmly tighten in place.

H.

Step 7: Next we need to install the one

I.

Step 8: We now move to installing the

J.

piece stainless steel drive and positioning
handle on the back of the mast. Make sure the
handle is placed in a downward orientation
Photo I. Secure with the four bolts provided.

innovative new Action Pedal Arms that make
switching the MPACE from in-phase to
out-of-phase pedaling quick and easy, with no
tools required. Remove the nut and washer on
each end of the crank shaft, now install the
dual position mount and bushing as illustrated
in Photo J. Replace the crank arm, the fender
washer and the nut in the order it was found on
the crankshaft. Finish by placing the two
pedals in the desired position and secure with
the black plastic thumb screws Photo K.

Step 9: Your new MPACE come with two

sets of pedals plus a new storage bar on the
lower half of the mast. Pedals are mounted
and changed with a simple compression of the
lock button and slid into place. Photo L For the
pedal storage bar, remove the lock key, slide
the bar through the mast and reinstall key.
*This storage bar is an option, and storage can
be handled in an alternative manner if desired.
See the provided users manual for infomatuion
on pedal options and use.
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